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Motion Planning for Disc-shaped Robots Pushing a
Polygonal Object in the Plane
Attawith Sudsang, Fred Rothganger, and Jean Ponce
Abstract— This paper addresses the problem of using three disc-shaped
robots to manipulate a polygonal object in the plane in the presence of obstacles. The proposed approach is based on the computation of maximal
discs (dubbed maximum independent capture discs, or MICaDs) where the
robots can move independently while preventing the object from escaping
their grasp. It is shown that, in the absence of obstacles, it is always possible to bring a polygonal object from any configuration to any other one
with robot motions constrained to lie in a set of overlapping MICaDs. This
approach is generalized to the case where obstacles are present by decomposing the corresponding motion planning task into (1) the construction
of a collision-free path for a modified form of the object, and (2) the execution of this path by a sequence of simultaneous and independent robot
motions within overlapping MICaDs. The proposed algorithm is guaranteed to generate a valid plan provided a collision-free path exists for the
modified form of the object. It has been implemented and experiments with
Nomadic Scout mobile robots are presented.
Keywords—capture regions, object manipulation, pushing, motion planning

I. I NTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the problem of using three disc-shaped
robots to manipulate a polygonal object in the plane in the presence of obstacles. In practice, the robots may be the fingertips of
a gripper or mobile platforms. The proposed approach is based
on the computation of maximal discs (dubbed maximum independent capture discs, or MICaDs for short) of the workspace
where the robots can move independently while guaranteeing
that the object cannot escape their grasp.
We show that, in the absence of obstacles, there is a neighborhood of any object configuration such that any other configuration within it can be reached using robot motions confined
to the associated MICaDs (a property akin to local controllability). This forms the basis for an approach to manipulation
planning where an object’s trajectory is divided into maximal
segments such that the MICaDs associated with the endpoints of
each segment overlap. We generalize this approach to the case
where obstacles are present by decomposing the corresponding
motion planning task into (1) the construction of a collision-free
path for a modified form of the object, and (2) the execution of
this path by a sequence of simultaneous and independent robot
motions within overlapping MICaDs. The proposed algorithm
is guaranteed to generate a valid plan provided a collision-free
path exists for the modified form of the object. In addition, it
does not assume that contact is maintained during the execution of the manipulation task, nor does it rely on detailed and a
priori unverifiable models of friction or contact dynamics, but it
allows the construction of manipulation plans guaranteed to succeed under the weaker assumption that jamming does not occur
during the task execution. We have implemented the proposed
approach and present experiments with Nomadic Scout mobile
robots.
The proposed approach is based on a few lemmas. Proofs
too lengthy to be included in the body of this presentation are

relegated to an appendix, along with the derivation of a few key
equations. A preliminary version of this work appeared in [1].
A. Background
When a hand holds an object at rest, the forces and moments
exerted by the fingers balance each other to achieve equilibrium.
For the hand to hold the object securely, it should also be capable of preventing any motion due to external forces and torques.
This is captured by the dual notions of form and force closure
that constitute the traditional theoretical basis for grasp planning [2], [3], [4]. Recently, Rimon and Burdick have introduced
the notion of second-order immobility [5], [6] and shown that
certain equilibrium grasps of a part which do not achieve form
closure effectively prevent any finite motion of this part through
curvature effects in configuration space. We introduced in [7],
[8] the more general notion of inescapable configuration space
region (or ICS): as shown in [5], [6], an object is immobilized
when it rests at an isolated point of its free configuration space;
moving the fingers in an appropriate way transforms this isolated point into a compact region of free space (the ICS) that
cannot be escaped by the object.
ICS regions were introduced in the context of in-hand manipulation with a multi-fingered reconfigurable gripper [7], [8] (see
the works of Rimon and Blake [9] and Davidson and Blake [10]
for the related notion of a cage in two- and three-finger grasping). We showed in [11] that ICS regions can also be used to
manipulate an object by pushing it with three disc-shaped robots
moving one at a time along straight lines with fixed directions.
The object remains at all times in the ICS region associated with
the robots, and the manipulation will succeed as long as the friction forces associated with contacts between the robots, the object and its supporting plane are not large enough to cause jamming.
The methods presented in [10], [9], [11] can only be used to
generate plans where robots move one by one in a fixed direction. This severely limits the extent of each manipulation step,
forcing any complex motion to be decomposed into a large number of atomic elements. We introduced in [12] another technique
allowing the robots to move one by one in two-dimensional regions. Here we go further, showing how to construct maximumradius workspace discs where the robots can move simultaneously and independently while preventing the object from escaping their grasp, and use these discs as the basis for a new
approach to motion planning in the presence of obstacles.
The general form of the manipulation planning problem is
discussed in [13], [14], and [15]. The proposed approach is related to a number of other techniques for manipulation planning
where the uncertainty in the position of the manipulated part
is reduced by exploiting the task mechanics. Work in this area
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was pioneered by Inoue [16] and Whitney [17], and techniques
for re-orienting parts through pushing and grasping operations
have been developed by several authors, including Fearing [18],
Mason [19], Mani and Wilson [20], Brost [21], Erdmann and
Mason [22], Peshkin and Sanderson [23], Goldberg [24], Abell
and Erdmann [25], Rao and Goldberg [26], Akella et al. [27],
and Leveroni and Salisbury [28]. Unlike these methods, that all
assume some predictive model of the contact mechanics, our approach does not require that robot/object contact be maintained
during grasping or manipulation, nor does it rely on detailed
models of friction and contact dynamics. In addition, by decomposing the construction of manipulation plans into the computation of a collision-free path for (a modified form of) the object,
followed by the construction of elementary robot motion sequences for executing this path, we obtain an efficient approach
to manipulation planning in the presence of obstacles that is capable of exploiting the effective algorithms that are available for
motion planning in low-dimension configuration spaces, such as
the exact motion planner of Avnaim et al. [29], or the approximate but very efficient planners of Barraquand and Latombe
[30] and Kavraki et al. [31].
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We characterize in this section the configurations of three
disc-shaped robots that capture a polygonal object, i.e., prevent
it from escaping to infinity. We will assume that all contacts
between the object, the robots and the supporting plane are frictionless. Although this assumption is not verified by most physical systems, robots that capture an object without friction will
still capture it when friction is present, and the motion planning techniques presented in latter parts of this article will be
guaranteed to succeed as long as the friction forces are not large
enough to cause jamming. We assume in this section that the object has been grown by the robots’ radius, while the robots have
been shrunk into their centers. (This transforms the boundary of
the object into a generalized polygon with straight and circular
arcs.) We consider the grown object and the point-like robots
to be workspace objects. We will restrict our analysis to the
study of the constraints imposed on
by three
 ,the (point)
robots
and
of the grown
arbitrarily chosen straight edges
object.
Notation: Given some fixed coordinate system for the plane,
we will denote
positions of the
  by     ( ! #)"$the
 the configuration
robots    and  , and by 
of the polygonal object  being manipulated. The edges 
are associated with the robots   (%& '( ), and we denote
by  "$ the set of configurations  #) for which the robot  
touches the edge  when the polygon  is at orientation " .
,+
A given configuration of the robots defines the set * of free
configurations
of the polygon in its configuration space IR
. For polygonal objects, the robots immobilize the object at
equilibrium, which occurs when the edge normals at the three
contact points intersect at a single point and positively span the
plane [5], [6].
We say that the robots capture the object when * contains a
compact connected component . and  belongs to . . In this
case the object is free to move inside the inescapable configuration space (ICS) region . , but it cannot escape the robots’ grasp.
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Fig. 1. Contact between an edge and a robot: (a) the original (ungrown) object
and the three robots; (b) the grown object, the point-like robots, and the c-space
obstacle induced by the contact. Both (a) and (b) are in workspace, and relevant
configuration space objects ( and
) have been projected onto workspace.
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It can be shown [11], [12] that the robots capture the polygon
when the segments  "$ (:;  ) enclose a triangle for all
possible orientations of the polygon (we say that the enclosure
condition is satisfied, Fig. 2(a)).
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Fig. 2. Enclosure condition in the configuration space of the object: (a) three
segments enclosing a triangle; (b) a critical configuration; (c) an opened triangle
and an escape path. Each picture is a slice of c-space at a different (decreasing)
value of . The robots are projected onto each slice to show how their associated
ruled surfaces change as changes.
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Starting from a configuration where the enclosure condition is
satisfied, the robots will form an inescapable cage as long as this
condition remains satisfied. When it is violated, there must exist
some value of the orientation " at which the segments  "$
no longer enclose a triangle (Fig. 2(c)), allowing the polygon
to escape through the opening. Because of the continuity of
the motion of the segments  "$ , there must exist a critical
orientation "
which an endpoint of segment  "><' lies
:? "=">< <' forright
on segment
before the condition is violated (Fig.
? " <,
2(b)). If  <  <  is the position of this endpoint along
we say that  <@<A"=< is a critical configuration of the polygon.
We also say that a configuration of the robots is critical when
there exists such a critical object configuration. We have just
shown that:
Lemma 1: All paths joining a configuration of the robots that
satisfies the enclosure condition to a configuration that violates
this condition must contain a critical configuration.
  
Let BC      be a configuration of the robots for
which the enclosure condition is satisfied. Consider the maximal (in the sense of set inclusion) connected subset of the configuration space of the robots that contains the configuration 
and is free of critical configurations. From Lemma 1, it is easy
to see that all configurations in this region must satisfy the enclosure condition since there exists a path free of critical configurations joining  to any configuration in the region. We will not
attempt to characterize exactly the maximal region in the joint
six-dimensional configuration space of the robots. Instead, we
will give simple sufficient conditions for computing disc-shaped
regions guaranteed to be free of critical configurations and thus
satisfying the enclosure condition.
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and D
are independent
Definition 1: Three discs D  D
+
+
capture discs
(or
ICaDs for short) when, for any configuration
 in D  D  D  , the robots capture the object. A triple of
ICaDs such that the radius of the smallest disc has maximal size
is called a triple of maximum independent capture discs, or MICaDs.
A. Constructing the MICaDs
The rest of this section presents a method for constructing a
triple of MICaDs. We assume that an immobilizing configuration FE of the robots exists for the selected triple of edges1 and
characterize the range of motions that robots starting in FE may
undergo before reaching a critical configuration.
When the robots and the polygon are at a critical configuration, there exist  and G ( IHB?   GJH  and LBG
K ) for which
"$ lies on the segment  "$ .
an endpoint of the segment
This event occurs
when the robot   touches
and
?
? the edge :?  that
the robot  is located at the endpoint M of the edge
is farthest from  . In such a configuration, the object will either touch two of the robots (Fig. 3(a)) or all three of them (Fig.
3(b)).

This lemma assumes that when the robots are in configuration
, they are not so close to each other that the space they enclose
is empty. Since we start with an immobilizing configuration
and then move the robots away from each other, this assumption
holds. This lemma gives us a method for constructing a set of
ICaDs by imposing appropriate constraints on the sizes of these
discs (Fig. 4).
Definition 3: We denote by D  the disc with center ] 
R^ _`ab and radius c edgf that
? touches the edge  of the object h  '($ , and by i O the disc with center ]  and radius
P RO ? Tjc  for  and G such that XHY[ZVG\H  .
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Fig. 4. Construction of independent capture discs.
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Fig. 3. The two possible types of critical configurations: (a) double contact; (b)
triple contact. In each case, we move from an immobilizing configuration (white
dots) to a critical one (black dots). The dots here represent the point robots.

The double-contact and triple-contact cases each provides a
different set of constraints that form the basis of a method to
calculate the positions and radii of the MICaDs. Both methods
rely on exact solutions to three equations in three unknowns, and
for the double-contact case the solution is optimal in the sense
that the radii of the MICaDs are as large as possible for any
placement of the discs.
The method we give for computing MICaDs in the triplecontact case is less than optimal. We sacrifice optimality in favor
of ease of calculation. Its advantage is that a feasible result always exists, even when a feasible solution for the double-contact
equations does not exist.
A.1 Double Contact

?

Definition 2: We denote by N O the distance from the edge
?
:?
 to the
point M (of the edge ) that is farthest from  , and
?
?
?
?
by P O QP O  the smallest of the N RO and N O  distances.
There is no critical configuration when the distance between
  and  ? is shorter than P O ? . More precisely, we have the
following result.
Lemma 2: A sufficient condition for the enclosure condition
?
?
to be satisfied at the configuration  is that S UTV S(HWP O for
XHY[ZVG\H  .
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A triple of edge-robot pairs immobilizing the object always exists, and it can
be found in time linear in the number of edges [32], [33].

The following result is an immediate corollary of Lemma 2.
Lemma 3: When the radii c  kl ($ are chosen so that
D m i  O  , D nm i  O  and D nm i  O  , the discs D  , D  and D 
form independent capture discs.
Positive radii satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 3 may not
exist, in which case the solution is not feasible and we must use
the triple-contact method. Assuming that they do exist, and let
us address the problem of maximizing the smallest of the three
radii.
Lemma 4: The independent capture discs maximizing the
smallest of their radii satisfy the following conditions: (a) D
  
 

is tangent to i O , D is tangent to i O and D is tangent to
i O  ; (b) the robot configuration where the discs D  [; '(
touch the edge  must immobilize the object; and (c) the three
discs must have the same radius.
Proof:

  
 

(a) D is tangent to i O , D is tangent to i O and D is tan

gent to i O . It is easy to see from Figure 4 that when this condition is not satisfied, there is space for the smallest disc to grow.
Figure 5(a) shows an example after the radius c has been increased until this condition is satisfied.
(b) The robot configuration where the discs D   op '( touch
the edges  must immobilize the object. Even when condition
1 is satisfied, it is still possible for the radii to increase. Figure
5(a) illustrates this: condition 1 is satisfied but the three normals
at the contact between the independent discs and the object do
not intersect. This implies that the object is not immobilized by
the discs, therefore it can move to a configuration where it does
not touch the discs (Fig. 5(b)), providing space for them to get
larger.
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Fig. 5. Proving Lemma 4: (a) independent capture discs where condition 1
satisfied; (b) when the discs do not immobilize the object, there is some space
for the smallest disc to grow.







(c) The three radii are equal: c
qc Cc . Consider Fig?
ure 6. We denote by r O the line segment joining two points
?
in the disc D  and the disc D that are farthest from each other.
?
Clearly, r O passes through the centers of? both discs. For condition 1 to be satisfied,
the length of r O must be maintained
?
constant at P O . In Figure 6(a), we assume that the first two

conditions are satisfied and c is the smallest radius. To increase

c , we change the intersection point between r  O  and
the
r O  radius
(which is the location of the center of D ). For the discs not
to intersect ? with the
 object and to maintain the constant length
of each r O , as c increases, the object must move toward D



and D and the radii c and c must decrease (Fig. 6(b)). Since
this process can always be applied as long as the radius of the
smallest disc is strictly smaller than the other ones, this radius is
maximized when all three radii are equal.
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with the vertex M of  farthest
  coincides

 from the


while  and  lie on the edges
and . This critedge
ical configuration
by  the three
 is defined

 equations (1) in three
unknowns v , t and t , where t and t define the positions of
  and   along the corresponding edges. The solution yieldThe process is
ing the minimum positive value
? ( ofHyv  is G picked.
H  and VG
K ) and
repeated for each pair  
the solution corresponding to the minimum overall v value is retained. The discs of radius v= touching the edges of the object
  
at E  E  E are the desired MICaDs.

Ω2

Ω2
L 23

cannot determine the MICaDs using the double-contact equations. (The reason why this occurs has to do with the shape of
the configuration space obstacles, and is beyond the scope of
this paper.) However, we can use the following method, which
is based on constraints derived from the triple-contact case.
  
Let FEIuE  E  E  be an immobilizing configuration
for the object. There must exist some v dgf such that a critical configuration occurs when the distance between each pair of
robots is increased by v . This critical configuration is necessarily associated with three contacts (Fig. 3(b)) since there is no
two-contact solution.
We calculate the maximum distance the robots can move
away from each other before a critical configuration occurs.
?
?
More precisely, if N O wS FExTQE S ( YHyzZlG{H  ), we
seek v dWf such that

t3
Ω1

Fig. 6. Growing the smallest disc.

Lemma 4 allows us to compute the MICaDs. For a given configuration of the object, these discs are defined by three parameters: the position s t of the intersection of the three normals
to the object edges at the points where the discs touch them, and
the common radius c of the discs. Lemma 4 yields a quadratic
equation in c , s and t for each disc (Appendix A), and the maximum capture discs can be found by solving the corresponding
system of three equations in three unknowns using homotopy
continuation [34] and picking the solution that yields the maximum value of c . The centers of the corresponding discs are
easily determined by the condition that they must be tangent to
the selected object edges.
A.2 Triple Contact
For the double-contact solution to be feasible: 1) c , s and t
must be real numbers (imaginary component equal to zero), 2)
c must be positive, and 3) s t must be positioned so that each
disc is tangent to its respective edge at a point that is actually
on the line segment that is part of the object. Failing that, we

q3

Ω3

q03

q2
q01

q1

δ/4

δ/4

Ω1

Fig. 7. Construction of MICaDs in three-contact case.

The existence of a physically-realizable solution is guaranteed by the fact that E is an immobilizing configuration and
there must exist a critical configuration at some v df . The
choice of v> for the radius of the discs guarantees that the distance between any pair of robots cannot be increased by more
than v .
III. M OTION P LANNING

WITHOUT

O BSTACLES

Without loss of generality, we will continue to assume in this
section that the object has been grown by the radius of the robots
and the robots have been shrunk into points. The MICaDs are
rigidly attached to the boundary of this object, and we consider
them as a single (if disconnected) rigid workspace object D ,
whose reference frame coincides with the frame attached to the
object. There is a unique point on the boundary of each MICaD
where the disc touches the edge of the grown object.
Notation: From now on, we will denote by D  the MICaD
associated with  (  ), by D    the region of the
workspace occupied by D  at configuration  . We will denote by
  the point on the boundary of D  where it touches the grown
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object, and by  #  the point in workspace occupied by   at
configuration  .
The three robots form an inescapable cage if there exists a
configuration  of D such that  belongs to D    for I
 '( . According to Lemma 4, when the positions of the robots
are %    (%  ), the object is immobilized in the
corresponding configuration  .
Lemma 5: Given some object configuration  and assuming
that the radius c of the capture discs is positive, there always
exists a neighborhood  of  for which D   ! D  4  {
K for
 '( and any configuration h in  .
+L \ follows
 directly from
Figure 8 illustrates this lemma,which
the fact that the mapping ]  IR
IR that associates
with a configuration  of the object the center of the corresponding disc D    is continuous. Thus the pre-image of the open
ball centered in ]    with radius  c is also an open set     ,

not empty since it contains  . The set l       is also
open and nonempty, and it defines a neighborhood of  where
D   U D     J
K for p '( and any   in  .
Ω2(p’)

Ω2(p) ∩ Ω2(p’)

Ω2(p)

Ω3(p’)

Ω1(p’)

Ω3(p) ∩ Ω3(p’)

Ω1(p) ∩ Ω1(p’)

Ω3(p)

Ω1(p)

1

1
1

Fig. 8. An object in two different configurations and , with overlapping
MICaDs due to the fact that is in the neighborhood of .
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Lemma 6: Given an object configuration  and any other
+ in Lemma 5,
configuration h in the neighborhood
 + D    defined
 D    , there exand some configuration  in D  
ists a trajectory of the three robots starting in  that will bring
the object to the configuration h .
The proof of this corollary is constructive: if 
         , move each robot from   to some point in D   
+ again to the+ immoD  h  for [;  , then move the robots



h in D h D h  D  x 
bilizing configuration !!
(Fig. 9). Of course, one should make sure that the robots never
leave their corresponding discs. Since the discs are convex, we
can easily achieve this by limiting the motions of the robots to
translations. Note that Lemma 6 states a property akin to local controllability in manipulation planning [35]. Since, in the
absence of obstacles, the configuration space of the object is
connected and the configuration  can be arbitrarily chosen, we
can iteratively apply this procedure to bring the object from any
initial configuration to any final one.
Implicit in moving the object from  to  is that one or more
of the robots will make contact with and push the object. However, we do not need to explicitly plan any push. In essence, we
are moving a bubble (the ICS) around in configuration space,

and the object must remain in that bubble. A wall of the bubble
represents contact between a robot and an edge of the object. If
the object’s configuration lies on that wall as it moves, the robot
is pushing the object.

q1
q’1

Fig. 9. Close-up of a robot moving from some point
and finally to
.
in

 3 5 1F8$¡ 3 5 1¢8

= 3¤£\¥ 3 5 178

 3 in  3'51)8

to some point

A. Generating Paths for the Robots
Let us now address the problem of commanding the robots so
that the manipulated object follows
 ©+ some
 pre-specified path ¦
[

§
)
f

parameterized by 
9¨ IR - . To reduce the possibility of jamming due to (unmodeled) friction, we will not attempt to immobilize the object except at its goal configuration.
The three robots can be thought of as a moving cage along the
path. To simplify the notation, we will use D  t for D  k tª
and  t for the location of the edge  associated with the
object configuration k t . Suppose that the robots   are at the
configurations   in D  t ([« '( ) and thus capture the object. From Lemma 5, there always exists some v d¬f for which
D  tx D  t } v  is not empty (we will see in a minute how
to compute the maximum possible value for v ). To progress by
v along the path, we command each
to move from   to
} v robot

the point | t v  in D  t  D  t
that is closest to the line
 t } v  (Fig. 10). This approach allows the robots to move
independently during a single step, which greatly reduces the
precision of control required to execute a motion plan.

q1

q*
1

 3  3 5®8

Fig. 10. Close-up of a robot moving from some point
in
to the point
closest to the line
(drawn here using a thick brush) in
.

$ ¯3
3'57®$°©±'8

2h3'5®)°²±'8

}

3'57®8F¡

v  could have been chosen for
Any point in D  t4 D  t

t


| v . However, the proposed choice keeps each robot as
close to the object as possible, which, as discussed in Section
IV-A, will allow larger step sizes in the presence of obstacles.
It is also easy to compute: Figure 11 shows the three possible
cases. They involve four points: the two intersections of the
circles, and the point on each circle that is closest to the line
 t } v  . We only consider those points that are contained in
both discs, and choose the one that is closest to the line.
To move the object along the chosen path, we first command
the robots   to move to D  f$ for kl  , so that they can
capture the object at the initial configuration k f$ . The step described above is then repeated until the robots   are in D  ª 
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 11. The point in the intersection of two discs that is closest to a given line.

and the object can be immobilized and brought to the goal configuration k  . To find an efficient plan, we must determine
the maximum value v of v for each step in the sequence. This
problem is addressed in the next section.

such that · E and · remain tangent to each other form the helicoidal surface Â swept by the circles i© "$ as " varies between
0 and =Ã . This surface acts as a boundary that limits the largest
single step that we can take along the path ¦ . Its shape is independent of the object and robot configurations, but its position
in the configuration space of the object depends on  E .
To determine v  (\u '( ), we search for the first intersection between the path ¦ and the corresponding helicoid Â  ,
t³E . This is a simple one-dimensional numerical
starting in t
search that can be implemented efficiently. The value t  of t
t  T t E .
corresponding to the first intersection determines v 
The parameter v is then determined as the smallest of the three
values found.
IV. M OTION P LANNING

B. Computing Maximum Steps Along a Path

Let us fix some value t³E for t . When vY f , the two MI} v  obviously coincide. As v increases,
CaDs Dn t E  and Dn t E
there must exist some critical value v  of v for which the two
} v  (\´ '( ) are tangent to each
discs D  t³E= and D  t³E
other before their intersection becomes empty. Let v  denote
the smallest of these three values; it is then clear that the MICaDs will overlap for f H;vLH;v and that at least of one the
corresponding pairs of discs will get disconnected when v d v .
Given an object configuration EQk t³E= , computing the
maximum allowable step v along the path ¦ is thus equivalent to computing the three values v  (µ¶ '( ), i.e., solving
three instances of the following problem: Given a fixed disc · E
with center ¸ E and radius c , find all object configurations  such
that a disc · with center ¸ and radius c rigidly attached to the
object remains tangent to · E (Fig. 12). Here · E and · stand for
a pair of maximum inescapable discs associated with the same
edge of the object in configurations oE and  .

O BSTACLES

WITH

We can adapt our approach to the case where obstacles are
present by adding the constraint that the object and the robots
should never collide with an obstacle during any step of the path.
To achieve this, we must first find a collision-free path ¦ for a
modified form of the object (Fig. 13). We will then modify the
strategy outlined in the previous section to follow that path in
steps that are as large as possible yet are guaranteed to prevent
any collision.
The modified form of the object is essentially the union of the
object with the three robots (having their natural non-zero radius
this time) located at the reference immobilizing positions. The
robots must be taken into account by the motion planning algorithm because they must pass through free workspace along with
the object. Furthermore, there must be enough room around the
object for Lemma 6 to apply and for the robots to be able to push
it in arbitrary directions.

D
φ

A
a
r

x

a

r
a0

(a)

a0
A0

θ

x

Fig. 13. Two different objects that may be passed to the motion planner: (a)
the polygonal object is grown by
, where is the robots’ radius; (b)
outer polygonal approximations of the robots are swept to a distance from the
relevant edges, and the union of the swept region with the corresponding object
envelope is computed.
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c(θ)

C(θ)

Fig. 12. Object configurations such that the associated MICaD is tangent to a
fixed MICaD. Left: the two discs and the object. Right: the circle
swept
by the position of the reference point as varies while remains fixed, and
the circle swept by the center
of
as varies.
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We parameterize this problem by two angles: the orientation
of the line joining ¸ E and ¸ , and the orientation " of the object
at configuration  . If ¿ denotes the position of the reference
point of the object in this configuration, it is easy to see that, for
a fixed value of " , ¿ describes a circle
¾ i© "$ with center ÀF "$
(Fig. 12), such that for any value of , we have À "$ TW¸ E
¿T¸ . As " varies, the point À "$ describes a circle Á centered
in ¸ E with radius S ¿Tj¸µS .
In configuration space, this means that the configurations 

Å

Æ

Various forms can be chosen (Figure 13). Smaller ones will
result in paths that tend to bring the object closer to obstacles,
which forces a reduction in step size to avoid collisions. Larger
ones may prevent the planner from finding feasible paths. We
have conducted experiments with two approaches guaranteed to
yield valid plans. The first one, discussed in [1], is to grow
the object by the diameter of the robots plus some small clearance È (Fig. 13(a)). However, this creates an unnecessarily
large object, which keeps the planner from finding otherwise
feasible paths. The second approach, which is currently used in
our implementation, is to construct the polygonal region swept
by (outer) polygonal approximations of the robots as they are
moved to a distance of È from the relevant edges and compute
its union with the corresponding “envelope” of the object (Fig.

7

13(b)). This envelope is itself the union of all the regions of
workspace that the object may occupy while it is captured by
the robots in a given configuration. We will define envelopes
more formally in Section IV-B.
We modify the strategy outlined in the previous section to
follow the path output by the planner in steps that are as large as
possible but at the same time small enough to avoid collisions.
More precisely, we use Algorithm 1, which segments the path
found by the planner and outputs a sequence of steps for each of
the three robots to follow.
Algorithm 1
Input: The object, the obstacles, and the path of the object output by the motion planner.
Output: The path É . Each step of É is a configuration {
         of the three robots.
²  f ; //  f    k f$#   k fª'   k f$#ª
ÉpÊËaÌ ;
t Ê f;
repeat
vÊ MaxDelta(t );
Use bisection to find the maximum value v in § f) v'¨ such
that CLEAR(  t v ) returns TRUE;
zÊ Closest(t v );
É Ê&ÉW
ÍzËaÌ ;
t Ê t } v;
until t  ;
ÉpÊ&ÉWÍÇË    Ì .
The function MaxDelta( t ) implements the calculation of the
maximum step size in the absence of obstacles, as described in
the previous section. The function Closest( t v ) implements
the method of selecting the point in the intersection of two MICaDs discussed in Section III-A and depicted in Figure 11. The
predicate CLEAR(  t v ) returns TRUE if it is not possible for
the object to collide with the obstacles when the robots move
from  to Closest( t v ) and FALSE otherwise. The rest of
this section shows how to efficiently implement this predicate.

that each robot can be anywhere on a line segment in the associated MICaD, testing whether the object can collide with the
obstacles reduces to performing the collision test at the eight
configurations where each robot is fixed at one of the ends of
the associated line segment.
Given one of these configurations, we want to test for possible collisions of the captured object with an obstacle. Directly
testing the intersection of the ICS with a configuration space obstacle is complicated and computationally expensive. Instead,
we reformulate our problem in the workspace of the robots. If
we define the envelope of an object as the region of the plane
that it sweeps as its configuration varies within the ICS, testing
for potential collisions reduces to testing whether the object envelope intersects these obstacles. Since we deal with polygonal
obstacles, this only requires knowing how to test the intersection
between the envelope and a line segment.
B. Collision Checking
To simplify the discussion, we will assume for the time being
that our robots have zero radius, so there is no need for a distinction between the original object and the grown one. We will
come back to the general case at the end of this section.
Rather than explicitly construct the envelope for each configuration of the robots, we directly test whether it is possible for
any edge or vertex of the object to collide with a line segment
bounding one of the obstacles. Suppose the object is in the ICS
determined by a configuration of the three robots. Each robot
is associated with one of the edges of the object, and the object
can only touch the robots along those edges. The boundary of
the envelope of an object corresponds to its configurations for
which two of the edges are in contact with the corresponding
robots, and it is therefore composed of three parts associated
with the corresponding double contacts (Fig. 14). When a line
segment intersects the envelope, it must intersect at least one of
these parts, or lie inside the envelope.

A. Implementing CLEAR
At each step in the plan, the three robots move simultaneously
and independently from each other along line segments. Thus,
implementing CLEAR requires the ability to test whether the object may collide with the obstacles for any position of each robot
along the corresponding line segment. The following lemma
simplifies the calculations.
  
Lemma 7: If ICS(      ) denotes the set of free configurations of the object associated with the robot configurations 
(o  ), then

Î

Ø i -         
ÏÐ=Ð)ÓkÑ Ô³ÏÕÒÐÖªÏ#ÕRÐÒ× Ò

Î Ø -   
i      
Ï Ð Ð>hÑ ÓÙbÔ_Ï ÕÒÐ ÖªÕ Õ¢Ï × Ð$Ò Ò Ú
  

    !  and ! l
for any two configurations !l
   !   !   in the same triple of MICaDs.
The proof of this lemma is elementary but lengthy, and it is
relegated to Appendix B. Lemma 7 shows that despite the fact

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 14. The envelope of a hexagon: (a) the first of the three arcs formed
by a double contact between the hexagon and point robots; (b) the complete
envelope; (c) the true envelope when the non-zero radius of the robots is taken
into account as explained at the end of this section (the hexagon is shown at one
of its extreme orientations in this case). Note that the envelope’s boundary is
composed of smooth curved segments.

Let us first focus on testing the intersection of a line segment
with the part of the envelope boundary associated with the infinite line supporting one of the object edges. More concretely,
let us consider
the objectconfigurations
for which the robots 

Û
and  touch the edges
and . Let rxÜ be the line supporting some other edge Ü of the polygon. We have the following
lemma, which is proved in Appendix C.
Lemma 8: As the object rotates while maintaining contact
 and   , r[Ü rotates as well and remains tangent to a
with 
fixed circle i Ü .
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The object
configurations
that maintain contact with the


robots  and  have a single degree of freedom and they can
be parameterized by the object orientation " . But since the object cannot escape, " must be in some range § "aÝ #"aÞ ¨ where "aÝ
and "=Þ correspond to two configurations for which the
- object
touches the three edges. Figure 15(a) shows the region Ü swept
by r Ü as the object rotates in the range § " Ý #" Þ ¨ .

three robots themselves are inside the obstacle.

(a)

(b)

(c)

θH

Fig. 16. The various types of boundary arcs of an envelope: (a) edges of the
object at the extreme orientations; (b) curves traced by vertices of the object; (c)
a circular arc traced out by an edge tangent to it.

Sa

θL

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Regions swept by (a) the line
.

ßà

(c)

ßà , (b)-(c) the half spaces bounded by

Let us pretend for a moment that rxÜ is the only edge of the
object. In this case, the object envelope is the region swept by
one of the half-planes bounded by r Ü as this line rotates while
remaining tangent to the circle i Ü . There are two possibilities,
illustrated by Fig. 15(b)-(c): the envelope’s boundary is either
composed of two line segments (Fig. 15(b)), or of two line segments and a circular arc (Fig. 15(c)). In the first case, testing
the intersection of a line segment with the boundary reduces to
testing its intersection with the line rxÜ at orientations "aÝ and
"aÞ . In the second case, an additional intersection test with the
circular part of the envelope boundary must also be performed.
Of course, the edges bounding the object only have a finite
extent. To take this into account, we now consider the edge Ü
itself instead of its supporting line r[Ü . The region swept by this
edge as the object rotates
- under the double-contact constraint is
a subset of the region Ü swept by the line r Ü . It is bounded
by quartic curves traced by the endpoints of the edge Ü as it
rotates around the circle i:Ü . Computing the intersection of the
curve traced by an object vertex and a given line segment reduces to solving a trigonometric equation in the object orientation " (which can be done in closed form), then testing whether
this orientation is in the range § "aÝ "=Þ ¨ , and finally checking
whether the corresponding intersection point is within the extent of the line segment (see Appendix D for details).
To summarize, we test the intersection of the envelope’s
boundary with a given line segment by testing, for each pair of
contacts with two robots, the intersection of this segment with
(1) the edges of the object at orientations " Ý and " Þ , (2) the circular arcs of the envelope boundary, and (3) the curves swept by
the object vertices (Fig. 16). This process takes time linear in
the size of the polygon, and it must be repeated for every obstacle edge (or until some intersection is found). It is of course also
possible for an obstacle to be entirely contained in the envelope.
This can be tested by checking whether the line segment either
"=Ý or " "aÞ , or (2) the
lies inside (1) the object when "
region swept by the edges as they rotate from " Ý to " Þ . The
second test is similar to the intersection test between a segment
and the curve swept by an object vertex, and it also reduces to
solving a trigonometric equation. The envelope may also lie inside the obstacle, which can be tested by checking whether the

As noted earlier, we have assumed in this section that the
three robots have zero radius. It is easily shown that collision
checking for robots with non-zero radius can be carried out exactly as described above, except that (1) the angles "aÝ and "aÞ
are computed using the grown object and the shrunk robots, (2)
the straight and circular parts of the envelope’s boundary are of
course constructed using the edges of the original object, not of
its grown version, and (3) the intersections between the curves
swept by object vertices and the obstacle edges are found (again
in closed form) by solving a modified version of the trigonometric equation derived in the zero-radius case (see Appendix D for
details).
C. Optimization
We can improve the efficiency of the approach proposed in
the previous section by limiting collision checking to obstacle
edges in the vicinity of the envelope: we compute a bounding
rectangle for the envelope and test the intersection between this
rectangle and each obstacle edge. To construct a bounding rectangle for the envelope, we first compute the radius of the smallest circle that contains the object (Fig. 17(a)): this is known as
the smallest enclosing circle problem in computational geometry, and the radius can be found in time linear in the size of the
polygon by a randomized algorithm [36]. We place three circles
with this radius in the workspace so that each one touches a pair
of the robots and its center is outside the triangle formed by the
three robots (Fig. 17(b)). The bounding rectangle is computed
as the smallest isothetic rectangle (i.e., with sides parallel to the
coordinate axes) that contains the three circles. It is easy to show
that the envelope is contained in this rectangle.
R

R

R

(a)

R

(b)

Fig. 17. Constructing a box bounding the envelope: (a) the smallest circle
containing the original object, and (b) a simple bounding box of the envelope.

We use a quadtree to avoid testing edges that are far away
from the rectangle bounding the object. The obstacle edges intersecting a quadtree leaf are stored along with this leaf, which
allows the retrieval of the edges intersecting the quadrant of the
workspace associated with any leaf in logarithmic time. An alternative would be to enclose every obstacle edge into an iso-
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thetic rectangle, and retrieve all rectangles intersecting the rectangle bounding the object. In computational geometry, this
problem is referred to as orthogonal intersection searching and
}äã åhæ¤ and preprocessit can be solved with query time á©â
ã
ing time á© æ $åhæ¤ , where â is the number of edge-enclosing
rectangles intersecting the object-enclosing rectangle, and æ is
the number of obstacle edges [37], [38].
V. I MPLEMENTATION AND R ESULTS
We have implemented the construction of MICaDs for polygonal objects. The implementation does not include the triplecontact case (discussed in Section II-A.2), but is still capable
of handling most polygons in which we are interested. Figure
18 shows some examples of polygons and their associated MICaDs.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 18. Examples of MICaDs: (a) the object used in the experiments, (b)-(d)
other examples. In each example, the polygonal object and the three robots are
portrayed with shaded regions, while the grown generalized polygon and the
corresponding MICaDs are portrayed with black lines.

We have also implemented the proposed motion planning algorithm, and conducted experiments using three Nomadic Scout
robots and a styrofoam triangle on casters (Fig. 19). We use
the motion planning library contained in the Move2D package from LAAS to compute collision-free paths for our objects.
Move2D is a graphical motion planning package which contains a potential-field planner based on the navigation function
method discussed in [39].2 For obstacles we have used naturally occurring objects in our building, such as chairs and pillars,
modeled as simple polygons.
Figure 20 shows still images of two experiments and the corresponding motion plans. Animations of these plans and actual video footage are available from our web site, http://
www-cvr.ai.uiuc.edu/ponce_grp/demos/micad.
A. Closed-Loop Control
As mentioned above, we have conducted experiments with
both open- and closed-loop control, using dead reckoning in the
first case, and visual feedback from overhead cameras in the
second one. The open-loop approach has proven insufficient for
paths whose length is greater than about 5 meters, due to imperfect odometry and drift due to friction and slipping. For closedloop control, we have implemented a visual localization system

ç See the web site [40] for details on the software and its implementation.

Fig. 19. The robots and the polygonal object used in the experiments.

Fig. 20. Snapshots of two experiments using (left) dead reckoning and (right)
closed-loop control.

based on the Locext software from LAAS [41]. Our localization
system uses three overhead cameras (Fig. 21(a)), fitted with IR
pass filters, and the robots are fitted with circular patterns of IR
LEDs (Fig. 21(b)-(c)). Locext produces very accurate position
information (within 5mm and 0.02 degrees) by finding the centroid of the image of a given LED to sub-pixel accuracy, and
combining the information from all the visible points to localize a given robot. The use of multiple LEDs on each robot also
serves to distinguish that robot from the others.
Each robot runs a server program that is responsible for both
executing motion commands and determining the current location of that robot. Robots determine their position by combining
two unreliable sources of information: odometry and visual localization. The accuracy of odometry degrades in proportion to
the distance the robots travel. The accuracy of the visual localization system is quite good, and it is independent of how
far the robots travel. However, when one robot is partially hidden from the cameras by one of the obstacles or the object, the
visual localization system may get confused and return an incorrect value. Such errors are transitory, but the corresponding
readings should of course never be used to guide a motion. This
has prompted us to use a very simple model of uncertainty: As
it moves, each robot maintains a moving disc Á  (%è  )
whose center represents its nominal position and whose radius
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(b)

ficient as our previous approach. There exists work [44] where
three mobile robots cage an object and move continuously, for
Ü
an efficiency of ð ìù!ú ëû=üìù . The difference is that [44] works
on-line as a control law, while the method presented here works
off-line, does explicit motion planning, and determines a whole
class of motions that can achieve the same plan.
VI. D ISCUSSION

(c)

(a)

Fig. 21. Robot localization: (a) the fields of view of the three overhead cameras,
overlaid on the floor plan of our laboratory, minus the chairs used as obstacles
in Figure 20; (b) an image of the three robots with the IR LEDs turned on; and
(c) the corresponding IR image.

is an upper bound on the current localization error. After each
motion step, the position of Á  is updated using the robot’s
odometry, and its radius is grown using bounds on the odometry error. As long as this radius is below some preset threshold,
the motion proceeds using odometry alone. When the threshold is exceeded, a position and orientation reading     "   is
requested from the visual localization system. If  ##$ falls
within Á  , this reading is accepted, the center of Á  is set to
 ##b , and its radius is reset to zero. Otherwise, the reading is
ignored, and one more step is taken using odometry before requesting a new reading. As mentioned earlier, the errors of the
visual localization system are normally transitory, and in practice this simple approach works quite well, allowing the robots
to move freely without being limited by the speed or coverage of
the visual localization system, while maintaining accurate position information during extended motion sequences.
B. Computational Cost
We can measure the size and difficulty of a problem indirectly
by observing the path length and number of steps output from
the planner. We have generated plans with over 400 steps in
fairly complicated simulated environments. The plan depicted
in the right portion of Figure 20 has 129 steps. We computed
the plan on a 500MHz Celeron PC system running Linux, and
the time cost for various phases are: generate MICaDs = 2.02s;
generate modified object = 293.44s; run Move2D motion planner = 2.71s; run Algorithm 1 = 23.31s.
Generating the modified object takes up an inordinate amount
of time. The focus of our implementation efforts has been on the
efficient construction of MICaDs and motion plans, so no particular care has been given to this part of the process. We have
implemented the construction of the modified object using the
LEDA package [42], specifically the rational geometry kernel.
Because the size of the representation increases with each rational operation, this particular step effectively requires exponential space. It could be solved in much less time with a floating
point implementation. LEDA provides such an implementation,
but our objects are too complex for it to handle.
We can use the ratio of path length to serial step count as a
measure of the efficiency of this planning method. Our previous work [43] produced a plan with an efficiency of é#ï êµë_ìRëíî
ë³ð9î has
fñòf$óôô . The planªAdepicted
õ E ªï#E÷ ö in the right portion of Figureéî³ìR20
an efficiency of
êµë_ìRëíî fñ  f ø , or about twice as ef-

î³ìRëbðøî

AND

C ONCLUSIONS

We have introduced in this paper the concept of maximum
independent capture discs (MICaDs), where three robots can
move independently while guaranteeing that an object cannot
escape their grasp. We have given a simple method for constructing the MICaDs associated with a polygonal object, and
shown that they can be used as a basis for motion planning in
the presence of obstacles. We have presented an implementation of the proposed approach, along with experimental results.
Friction may in principle cause the robots to jam during the
execution of a motion plan. We have tried to minimize the risk
of jamming by avoiding a complete grasp of the object until the
end of the manipulation task: indeed, grasping requires establishing three simultaneous contacts, with a much higher chance
for jamming than when only one or two contacts occur at a given
time [43]. Nonetheless, we feel that friction should be dealt with
explicitly, and plan to address the more difficult problem of constructing jam-free plans in the near future.
The approach proposed in this article only considers contacts
between the robots and three fixed edges of the object. This
limits the size of the corresponding MICaDs. We are currently
working on an extension that will allow multiple edges to be
considered when determining the capture region of each robot.
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A PPENDICES
I. D OUBLE -C ONTACT E QUATIONS

Let us denote by c the common radius of the three discs and
by bs t the intersection of the three normals to the object edges
 is on
(Fig. 22). Without loss of generality, assume that edge

the -axis. Let ý f$ be the intersection of the line supporting
 and the -axis, and let ý  f$ be the intersection of the line
 and the -axis. Denote by þ   Çÿ ( the
supporting
orientations of the normals relative to the -axis.


We write that the distance between the centers of D and D


is P O T  c and use the law of cosines to obtain


P  O  T  } c   t }
T  t c  #sTVý


c  } #s[ Û} Tjý  A[ þ} x } t
 A  þ
t  þ
c A þ


þ  :} c  
TVþ ñ

The remaining two cases yield two similar equations. The MICaDs can be computed by solving these three equations in the
unknowns c , s and t using homotopy continuation [34].
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II. P ROOF
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Likewise, when   is at the point !  , the corresponding ruled

surface is:
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}   B     «f , we have M\ ª  ³   M% }
 
 For 
 M%   f .

f defines
The equation M    
ruled surface associ}  the
ated with having robot   at    
   (which is a point on
the line segment      ). Clearly, this ruled surface is always beM% f and M%   f . Therefore,  we
tween the ruled surfaces
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   Í     where we denote by     b
can write  
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f , by :  the volume M% f , and by :  
the volume M 


f
the volume MX  
.
Using the above statement and considering o  , we can
write:
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The left hand side of the statement above defines
  
ICS(     ) where ! can
be anywhere on the line segment
     (depending on   and   ). That the above statement is true
independent of the values of   and  implies:

 "!

m



!
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(2)
The right-hand side of the statement above can be expanded
as the union of eight sets. Each set is the ICS for the configuration having the robot   located at either end of the line segment
  

 
     . For example,
the set :  :  :  is ICS  J  

!   Q   .

f and
Because the term µ  can be written as   Ç  

the term :   can be written as   (² f) ; ), the reverse of
the inclusion in statement (2) holds as well.

(q ,r )
2 2

(x,y)

ß

Fig. 23. The line 0/ as the object rotates.

L EMMA 7

The set ICS       is a volume bounded by three ruled
surfaces, each of which corresponds to the set of configurations
for which the robot   at  is in contact with edge  of the
object.
When   is at the point ! , the corresponding ruled surface
is:

M 

L2

(s,t)

R12- 2r
α1







and r
supConsiderFigure
23. The three lines r , r
 and
port edges ,
that belong to the object; the points
  p1   c   and    p1   c   are fixed, and   p 1   c   is a
non-fixed point on r . The normals at  ,  and  intersect at
s t . We want to show that when the object
 while main rotates
taining simultaneous contacts between  and r and between
  and r  , the point   will trace a circle i and the line r  is
always tangent to this circle.
We give only a brief sketch of the proof
 here. We denote by "
the orientation of the object and by 2 , 2 and 2 the internal
normals of the three edges. We start by listing six equations. The
 
 3   T
first three equations
the lines r , r 3 and r : 2
3 define


 #)-4 f ; 2   TI #)4  f ; 2   TI #)4o JN .
The other three equations are of similar form, but express the
fact that the three internal normals at the contacts intersect at
the point s t (immobilizing the object).
We apply some algebraic manipulation to eliminate ,  , s , t
and " from the six equations, and obtain an equation of the form:

5

 x}

5

 }

5

 c [}

5



65

 N  



where the 5  summarize constant terms. This shows that 
traces out a circle of radius N .
To show that the line r is always tangent to the circle for a
given value of " , we perform further algebraic manipulation to
determine the center À of the circle and to derive an equation for

  as a function of " . We also express the unit tangent
7 3  of the

f.
line r as a function of " . It then follows that  T À  7
IV. I NTERSECTIONS B ETWEEN THE C URVE T RACED
V ERTEX AND A L INE S EGMENT

BY A

Let us consider the line defined by:

^ A  þ } `8  þ } N f)

(3)

þ and N are some constants, and define the curve &
Ë^o "$` $" ª 4 # " Ý H " H " Þ Ì where R^ "$'#` "$# 4 is an endpoint of the edge Ü when the object is at orientation " (Figure
24).

Writing that the distances from R^ "$'#` "$# 4 to the lines r



and r (the lines
 supporting the edges and ) are the constants N and N yields:
R^ "$ 
T   9 " }} þ   }} ` "$ Tjc     " }} þ   QN  
R^ "$ 
T  9 " þ  ` "$ Tjc    " þ  QN ñ
where

(4)
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Fig. 24. Parameterizing the endpoint
dotted polygon here.
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[12]
. The object is drawn as
[13]

We want to compute the intersection of the curve  and the
line r . Suppose the intersection occurs at R^ #` 4 . We can then
` in (4), and use the resulting equations
set ^o "$ Q^ and ` "$
to eliminate ^ and ` in (3). We obtain after some simplification:

 T c   9 þ TVþ  Tjþ  T = "$
}c 1 j
 A
T     þ  TVþ  } Tjþ   T = "$ 

f)
T  N   þLTjþ T "$  N  þ TVþ T "$ } è
5

where

DE
5 CB
y

c}  A  þLTj þ  }  þ
 N  þ TVþ 
TF   þLTjþ 4}

[17]

(5)

  Tjc  9 þ } þ  Tjþ  
}    þ } þ  j
T þ 
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